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Definition 2: The cost of Steiner tree [3]

Abstract: Steiner Minimal Tree (SMT) is a combinatorial
optimization problem that has many important applications
in science and engineering; this is an NP-hard class problem.
In recent decades, there have been a series of scientific papers
published for solving the SMT problem using the approaches
from exact solutions (such as dynamic programming, branch
and bound) and approximate solutions (such as heuristic
algorithm, metaheuristic algorithm). This paper proposes an
improvement for two heuristic algorithms, PD-Steiner and
SPT-Steiner, to solve a SMT problem in large size sparse
graphs with edge weights not exceeding 10, and validates this
proposal on large-size sparse graphs up to 100000 vertices.
These experimental results are useful information for further
research on the SMT problem.

Given that 𝑇 = (𝑉 (𝑇), 𝐸 (𝑇)) is a Steiner tree of graph
𝐺, the cost of tree 𝑇, denoted 𝐶 (𝑇), is the total weight of
Í
the tree’s edges, or 𝐶 (𝑇) =
𝑤(𝑒).
𝑒∈𝐸 (𝑇 ) )

Definition 3: Steiner Minimal Tree [3]
Given the graph 𝐺 described above, the problem of
establishing a Steiner tree at the lowest possible cost is
called the Steiner Minimal Trees problem – SMT; or, more
succinctly, Steiner Trees problem.

Keywords: Steiner minimal tree, sparse graph, heuristic algorithm, metaheuristic algorithm.

SMT is a combinatorial optimization problem in graph
theory. In general, SMT has been proven to belong to the
NP-hard problem [3, 13]. There are two special cases for
SMT problem that can be solved in polynomial time: When
𝐿 = 𝑉 (𝐺) and |𝐿| = 2 (|𝐿| denotes the number of vertices
in the set 𝐿): When 𝐿 = 𝑉, SMT problem can be solved by
the smallest spanning tree algorithms; such as Prim [30],
Kruskal [30]; when |𝐿| = 2, SMT problem can be solved by
algorithms of finding shortest paths between two vertices,
such as Dijkstra [30].

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Definitions
This section contains definitions and properties pertaining to the SMT problem.
Definition 1: Steiner tree [3]
Given 𝐺 = (𝑉 (𝐺), 𝐸 (𝐺)) is an interconnected undirected single graph with non-negative edge weights; where
𝑉 (𝐺) is a set of 𝑛 vertices, 𝐸 (𝐺) is a set of 𝑚 edges, 𝑤(𝑒)
is the weight of edge 𝑒, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 (𝐺). A Steiner tree of 𝐿 is a
tree 𝑇 that connects all vertices in a subset 𝐿 of 𝑉 (𝐺).

For brevity, in this article, the graph is understood as a
single, undirected, interconnected graph, with non-negative
weights.

𝐿 is called a terminal set, its vertices are called terminal
vertices, and vertices belonging to 𝑇 but not 𝐿, are called
Steiner vertices. Unlike other spanning tree problems, the
Steiner tree only needs to traverse all of the vertices in the
terminal set 𝐿 and possibly some more vertices in the set
𝑉 (𝐺).

Example 1:
Given a graph 𝐺 with 9 vertices and 10 edges as shown
in Figure 1 and terminal set 𝐿 = {2, 8, 9}.
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of sub-points (Steiner points) taken from the vertices of 𝑉.
𝑑 (𝑃1 , 𝑃2 ) = |𝑥 1 − 𝑥2 | + |𝑦 1 − 𝑦 2 | is the rectilinear distance
between two points 𝑃1 (𝑥1 , 𝑦 1 ) and 𝑃2 (𝑥2 , 𝑦 2 ).
The third form is the Steiner Tree problem, with the
distance between vertices defined as the weights of edges
(random distance values) [4, 24], which has been chosen as
the scope of this paper’s research on the Steiner Minimal
Tree problem.

Figure 1. Illustration of a weighted interconnected undirected graph G.

The Steiner Minimal Tree founding corresponding to the
terminal set 𝐿 on graph 𝐺 is 𝑇 with 𝑉 (𝑇) = {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9}
and 𝐸 (𝑇) = {(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 6), (4, 8), (6, 9)} as illustrated in Figure 2; tree 𝑇 has the Steiner vertices set {3, 4, 6}
and the cost of 25.

D. Some SMT studies and problems that need to be
solved
Due to its scientific nature and wide applicability, SMT
problems have attracted the attention of many scientists in
the world for decades [27, 35, 44]. Some of them are Martin
Zachariasen [21], Tobias Polzin [37], Pieter Oloff De Wet
[26], Xinhui Wang [40], Jon William Van Laarhoven [17],
and Zhiliu Zhang [45].
Currently, the publications on SMT problems can be
divided into the following approaches: graph reduction
algorithms, algorithms to find the exact solution, algorithms
to find approximate solutions, heuristic algorithms, and
metaheuristic algorithms.

Figure 2. Steiner Minimal Tree corresponding to terminal set 𝐿 of graph
𝐺.

The first approach: graph reduction algorithms
There are some works on graph reduction for Steiner Tree
problems regarding the techniques to minimize the graph
size such as the works of Jeffrey H. Kingston and Nicholas
Paul Sheppard [16], Thorsten Koch and Alexander Martin
[36], C. C. Ribeiro and M.C. Souza [5], etc.

B. Application of SMT problem
SMT problems can be found in important applications
in several scientific and engineering fields such as the
communication network design problems [2, 6, 11, 33, 41],
VLSI design problems (Very Large Scale Integrated) [10],
and problems related to network systems with the lowest
cost [8, 10, 12, 18, 20, 23], etc.

The general concept of graph reduction algorithms is
aimed at two goals. The first one is to increase the number
of vertices in the terminal set; the second one is to remove
vertices of the graph that are certainly not on the Steiner
Minimal Tree that has been sought.

C. Some forms of Steiner Minimal Tree problems

The quality of algorithms solving the SMT problems
depends on the size of the coefficient 𝑛 − |𝐿|. Therefore,
the purpose of graph reduction algorithms is to minimize
the coefficient 𝑛 − |𝐿|.

Steiner Minimal Tree problems are currently being studied in the following forms:
The first one is the Steiner Tree problem with Euclidean
distance [13, 17, 38]. In the OXY coordinate plane, given
a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 (𝐺), 𝐸 (𝐺)) and a vertex set 𝑌 ⊆ 𝑉. We
need to find trees passing through all the vertices in set
𝑌 and have a minimum total length, allowing us to add
several sub-points (Steiner points) taken from the vertices
of 𝑉. Euclide distance between two points 𝑃1 (𝑥1 , 𝑦 1 ) and
𝑃2 (𝑥2 , 𝑦 2 ) is defined as the length of the line connecting
the two vertices 𝑃1 , 𝑃2 .

The graph reduction algorithms are considered an important data preprocessing step to improve the quality of
solving SMT problems. This step has become more and
more necessary for algorithms to find the exact solutions,
such as dynamic programming or branch and bound.
The second approach: algorithms to find the exact
solution
Some studies to find the exact solution to an SMT
problem are known as the dynamic programming algorithm
of Dreyfus and Wagner [32], an algorithm based on the
Lagrange relaxation of Beasley [15], branch and bound
algorithms of Koch and Martin [36], and Xinhui Wang [40,
25].

The second form is the Steiner Tree problem with rectilinear distance [45]. In the OXY coordinate plane, given a
graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 (𝐺), 𝐸 (𝐺)) and a vertex set 𝑌 ⊆ 𝑉 We need
to find trees passing through all the vertices in the set 𝑌 and
have a minimum total length, allowing us to add a number
2
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E. Experimental data system

Although this approach can help find the exact solution,
it can only solve small-scale problems. As a result, their
utility is limited. Solving the exact SMT problem is really
a challenge in combinatorial optimization theory [22, 38].

Definition 4: Sparse graphs
According to the conventional definition (at the URL:
https://www.baeldung.com/cs/graphs-sparse-vs-dense),
a
simple graph with 𝑛 vertices is a sparse graph with no
more than 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)/4 edges.

This approach is an important basis for evaluating the
solution quality of other approximate algorithms when
solving SMT problems.

To experiment with related algorithms, most of the works
use 78 datasets which are sparse graphs in the standard
experimental data system for the Steiner tree problem (at the
URL: http://people.brunel.ac.uk/∼mastjjb/jeb/orlib/steininfo.html [14])
which contain the following information about graph
groups:

The third approach: 𝛼 - approximation algorithms.
The 𝛼 - approximation algorithm aims to find an approximated solution with 𝛼 ratio to the optimal solution [3].
The advantage of this approximation algorithm is that
it is mathematically guaranteed in the sense mentioned
above. Meanwhile, its drawback is that the approximate
ratio found in practice is often much worse than the quality
of solutions found by other approximate algorithms based
on experimentation. The MST-Steiner algorithm of Bang
Ye Wu and Kun-Mao Chao has the ratio of 2 [3], while the
Zelikovsky-Steiner algorithm has the ratio of 11/6 [3]; The
best ratio found for the SMT problem is currently 1.39 [7,
29, 30, 34].

Steinb graphs have 50 to 100 vertices, and 63 to 200
edges; steinb contains a total of 18 graphs. Steinc graphs
have 500 vertices, and 625 to 12500 edges; steinc contains
a total of 20 graphs. Steind graphs have 1000 vertices, and
1250 to 25000 edges; steind contains a total of 20 graphs.
The steine graphs have 2500 vertices, and 3125 to 62500
edges; steine graph contains a total of 20 graphs.

The fourth approach: heuristic algorithms

TABLE I
INFORMATION ON GROUPS OF GRAPHS

The heuristic algorithm is the specific experience of
finding a solution to a particular optimization problem.
The heuristic algorithm often finds an acceptable solution
in the time allowed, but is uncertain whether it is the
exact solution. Heuristic algorithms are also unlikely to be
effective on all types of data for a particular problem.
The typical heuristic algorithms for SMT problems are
SPH [5], Heu [36], distance network heuristic of Kou, and
Markowsky and Berman [19].

Groups of graphs

n

m

steinb.txt

50..100

63..200

Number of tests
18

steinc.txt

500

625..12500

20

steind.txt

1000

1250..25000

20

steine.txt

2500

3125..62500

20

Because the problem belongs to the NP-hard class, the
application of the SMT problem should be considered from
either the perspective of design when priority is given to the
quality of the solution, or the perspective of implementation
when run-time is referred. The purpose of this paper is to
improve the heuristic algorithms to solve the SMT problem
in the case of large sparse graphs with acceptable solution
quality and shorter running time when compared to currently available heuristic algorithms. This proposed method
is more meaningful when considering the perspective of
the implementation when applying the Steiner tree problem
to reality. Experiments with the improved algorithms were
conducted on a data system with 80 graphs ranging in size
from n to 100000 vertices.

The fifth approach: metaheuristic algorithms
The metaheuristic algorithm uses several heuristics combined with auxiliary techniques to explore the search space.
It belongs to the class of optimal search algorithms [42, 43].
There have been a lot of works using metaheuristic
algorithms to solve SMT problems such as the Variable
neighbor search algorithm, the Hill climbing search algorithm, the Genetic algorithms [9], the Tabu search algorithm
[5, 39], the Parallel genetic algorithm (PGA) [1, 24], and
the Bees algorithm.
Having considered various types of approaches, the authors of this paper would like to propose an improvement
for the heuristic algorithms to solve the SMT problem in
the case of large sparse graphs, giving an acceptable quality
of the solution and a faster running time than other known
heuristic algorithms. When applied to real-world problems,
this proposed method is more meaningful.

II. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS FOR SOLVING AN
SMT PROBLEM
This paper proposes an improvement for 2 heuristic
algorithms PD-Steiner and SPT-Steiner [4] based on the
idea combination of finding the shortest path and the
smallest spanning tree of the graph to solve SMT problems
in large size sparse graphs with an edge weight of less
3
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Algorithm 2: i-SPT-Steiner (improved-Shortest
Path Tree-Steiner)

than 10. Because two heuristic algorithms SPT-Steiner,
PD-Steiner [4], and other currently known heuristics do
not solve this problem, the proposed ones are called iPD-Steiner and i-SPT-Steiner. The authors of this paper
conducted experiments and compared the quality of the iPD-Steiner algorithm and the i-SPT-Steiner algorithm with
MST-Steiner algorithm [3]. These algorithms have input
data as graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑤), terminal vertices set 𝐿 ⊆ 𝑉;
and the output is the cost of the Steiner tree 𝑇.

1
2
3
4

5

A. MST-Steiner algorithm
Algorithm 1: MST-Steiner algorithm of Bang Ye
Wu and Kun-Mao Chao has the ratio of 2 [3]
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Inputs: Graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑤) and a terminal set 𝐿 ⊂ 𝑉
Outputs: Steiner tree 𝑇
begin
Construct the metric closure 𝐺 𝐿 on the terminal set
𝐿. 𝐺 𝐿 is the complete graph in which each edge is
weighted by the shortest path between the nodes in
𝐺.;
Find a minimum spanning tree 𝑇𝐿 on 𝐺 𝐿 .;
T ← ∅.;
for each edge 𝑒 = (𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ 𝐸 (𝑇𝐿 ) do
Find a shortest path 𝑃 from 𝑢 to 𝑣 on 𝐺.;
if 𝑃 contains less than two vertices in 𝑇 then
Add 𝑃 to 𝑇;
else
Let 𝑝 𝑖 and 𝑝 𝑗 be the first and the last
vertices already in 𝑇;
Add sub-paths from 𝑢 to 𝑝 𝑖 and from 𝑝 𝑗 to
𝑣 to 𝑇;
end
end
return 𝑇;
end

MST-Steiner algorithm has the complexity

𝑂 (𝑛|𝐿| 2 )

6

7
8
9

Inputs: Graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑤) and a terminal set 𝐿 ⊂ 𝑉
Outputs: Steiner tree 𝑇
begin
Find the shortest path trees starting at the vertices of
the set 𝑉: 𝑆𝑃𝑇1 , 𝑆𝑃𝑇2 , . . . , 𝑆𝑃𝑇|𝑣 | , each 𝑆𝑃𝑇𝑖 only
need to find the shortest path tree containing all
vertices 𝑣 ∈ 𝐿 (In this step, use Dial algorithm [28]
to find the shortest paths instead of using the
Dijkstra algorithm as in SPT-Steiner heuristic [4]).;
For each tree 𝑇 = 𝑆𝑃𝑇𝑖 , traversal pendants 𝑢 ∈ 𝑉 (𝑇),
if 𝑢 ∉ 𝐿 and 𝑢 is a pendant vertex, delete the edge
containing 𝑢 from 𝐸 (𝑇), delete vertex 𝑢 in 𝑉 (𝑇)
and update the degree of the vertex adjacent to the
vertex 𝑢 in 𝑇. Repeat this step until 𝑇 no longer
changes (this step is called deleting redundant edges
- the edge contains a pendant vertex 𝑢); after this
step, the 𝑆𝑃𝑇𝑖 ′ is obtained, corresponding to 𝑆𝑃𝑇𝑖 .;
In the process of deleting redundant edges, the queue
is used to contain vertices. These vertices are not in
set 𝐿, and the priority is the vertex with small
degree. This technique of using the queues during
this phase minimizes the time to remove redundant
edges. ;
Find a 𝑆𝑃𝑇𝑖 ′ with the lowest total weight.;
return 𝑇;
end

The complexity for i-SPT-Steiner algorithm
Since Dial algorithm uses a queue data structure with
time complexity of 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝐶) [28], step 1 has the
complexity of 𝑂 (𝑛 ∗ (𝑚 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝐶)), step 2 has the complexity
of 𝑂 (𝑛2 ), and step 3 has the complexity of 𝑂 (𝑛). As a
result, the i-SPT-Steiner algorithm has time complexity of
𝑂 (𝑛 ∗ (𝑚 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝐶)).
Comparing with the SPT-Steiner algorithm [4], each
shortest path tree must traverse through all the vertices of
the set 𝑉, so the SPT-Steiner algorithm has a much longer
running time. However, these have been improved in the
i-SPT-Steiner algorithm.

[3].

B. i-SPT-Steiner algorithm
Definition 5: The shortest path tree [3]

In the i-SPT-Steiner algorithm, it is only required to find
the shortest path tree that contains all the vertices in the set
𝐿. This is due to the fact that the remaining vertices that
have not been traversed are definitely redundant and will be
removed when the deleting redundant edges step (in step 2)
is performed. This will help to reduce the running time of
the program (about 2 - 3 times faster with our experimental
data). Furthermore, a priority queue data structure is used
to reduce the complexity of the step of deleting redundant
edges.

Given a graph 𝐺, Shortest Path Tree (SPT) with the
origin at vertex 𝑠 is the spanning tree of 𝐺 with a set of
edges that is on the shortest paths starting from vertex 𝑠 to
the remaining vertices of 𝐺.
The shortest path tree originating at the vertex 𝑠 of
graph 𝐺 can be found by applying Dial algorithm [28]
(a variant of Dijkstra algorithm is recommended for small
edge weights) to find the shortest path from vertex s to all
remaining vertices.

Example 2: Illustration of step-by-step implementation
of the i-SPT-Steiner algorithm

In the experimental data system of this paper, the maximum edge weight is 10. The complexity of Dial algorithm
is 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝐶) [28] where 𝐶 is the maximum weighted
value of the graph.

Given a graph 𝐺 with 10 vertices and 15 edges as Figure
3; where set 𝐿 = {1, 5, 6}.
4
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Algorithm 3: i-PD-Steiner (improved-Prim +
Dijkstra-Steiner)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

Figure 3. Weighted interconnected undirected graph G

According to the definition 4 and the i-SPT-Steiner
algorithm, we construct the shortest-path trees originating
at vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. After deleting
the edges, we have Steiner trees with values of 13, 13, 13,
13, 14, 15, 19, 13, 14, and 15 respectively.

11
12
13
14

We consider Figure 3. Firstly, the shortest path tree rooted
at vertex 1 need to be found; as shown in Figure 4. Next,
the excess edges (2, 7), (5, 9), (3, 10) are removed, and
a Steiner tree with a cost of 13 is obtained, as shown in
Figure 5.

Inputs: Graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑤) and a terminal set 𝐿 ⊂ 𝑉
Outputs: Steiner tree 𝑇
begin
Select a vertex 𝑢 ∈ 𝐿; set 𝑉 (𝑇) = {𝑢};
for each vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝐿 do
Find the shortest path tree from vertex 𝑣;
(In this step, use Dial algorithm [28] to find the
shortest paths instead of using the Dijkstra
algorithm as in PD-Steiner heuristic [4]);
end
while 𝑇 does not contain all vertices in the set 𝐿 do
From each vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝐿 and 𝑣 is not already in
𝑇, select the shortest path P from vertex 𝑣 to
vertex 𝑧 ∈ 𝑇, with 𝑧 as the vertex of the shortest
path of all paths starting from vertex 𝑣 to
vertices of 𝑉 (𝑇);
Add vertices and edges on path 𝑃 to tree 𝑇 and
ignore the vertices and edges already in 𝑇;
end
return 𝑇;
end

C. i-PD-Steiner algorithm

The complexity for i-PD-Steiner algorithm
Line 1 has the complexity of 𝑂 (1);
Line 3 Due to using the Dial algorithm to find the
shortest path tree, the complexity is 𝑂 (𝑚+𝑛∗𝐶). As a result,
the loop in line 2 has complexity of 𝑂 (|𝐿| ∗ (𝑚 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝐶)).
Line 6 has complexity of 𝑂 (|𝐿| ∗ |𝑇 |), so the loop in line
5 has complexity of 𝑂 (|𝐿| 2 ∗ |𝑇 |).
Figure 4. The shortest path tree rooted at vertex 1

Altogether, the i-PD-Steiner algorithm has time complexity: 𝑂 (|𝐿| ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑚 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝐶, |𝐿| ∗ |𝑇 |)).
Example 3: Illustration of step-by-step implementation
of the i-PD-Steiner algorithm
The consideration of Figure 3 makes an illustration of
the step-by-step implementation if i-PD-Steine algorithm is
applied. Firstly, choose 𝑉 (𝑇) = {1}, the shortest path from
vertex 5 to vertex 1 is shown in Figure 6 (vertex 5 is chosen
because it’s a vertex in 𝐿, not in 𝑉 (𝑇) which has the shortest
path to a vertex in 𝑇). The next step is to find the shortest
paths from vertex 6 to vertices 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8. The ones
found have values of 9, 8, 5, 9, and 7 respectively. After
that, the shortest path from vertex 6 to vertex 3 is selected.
The found Steiner tree is shown in Figure 7 at a cost of 13.

Figure 5. Steiner tree after redundant edges have been deleted

According to the above i-SPT-Steiner algorithm, the
found Steiner tree costs 13, as shown in Figure 5.

5
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tested on a virtual server running Ubuntu 20.04.1 LTS
(Focal Fossa), 64-bit, Intel (R) Xeon (R) Platinum 8160 @
2.8 GHz CPU, 16 cores, 33MB Cache, and 64GB RAM.
Compile command that has been used for the experiment:
g++ -std=c++17 –O2 -o MST_STEINER MST_STEINER.cpp
g++ -std=c++17 –O2 -o SPT_STEINER SPT_STEINER.cpp
g++ -std=c++17 –O2 -o PD_STEINER PD_STEINER.cpp

In particular, most of the data structures have been
changed so as to become more dynamic and optimal data
structures. As a result, the experiment can be tested with
large sparse graphs with up to 100000 vertices.

Figure 6. The shortest path from vertex 5 to vertex 1

C. Experimental results and evaluation
The experimental results of the algorithms are recorded
in Table II, Table III, Table IV, and Table V. These tables
follow the hereafter patterns and labels. The first column
(Test) is the name of the datasets in the experimental data
system; the number of vertices (n), edges (m) and vertices
in the terminal set (|𝐿|) of each graph; The subsequent
columns record the value of the Steiner tree cost for each
algorithm.

Figure 7. The shortest path from vertex 6 to vertex 3

And according to the above i-PD-Steiner algorithm, the
found Steiner tree costs 13, such as in Figure 7.

TABLE II
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF THE ALGORITHMS ON STEINF GRAPH

III. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

GROUP

A. Experimental data
Since using the heuristic algorithms to approach SMT
problems has more advantages than using the metaheuristic
algorithms for the large size graphs, at least in terms
of timing, 80 datasets are recommended. Of them, 20
test sets are sparse graphs with 10000 vertices that are
randomly generated and named steinf1.txt, steinf2.txt, ...,
steinf20.txt; 20 test sets are sparse graphs with 20000 vertices that are randomly generated and named steing1.txt, steing2.txt,. . . , steing20.txt; 20 test sets are sparse graphs with
50000 vertices randomly generated and named steinh1.txt,
steinh2.txt,. . . , steinh20.txt and 20 test sets are sparse
graphs with 100000 vertices that are randomly generated
and named steini1.txt, steini2.txt,. . . , steini20.txt.
These graphs are generated first from a random spanning
tree that traverses all 𝑛 vertices of the graphs; then, the
edges are randomly generated until the graph has 𝑚 edges;
Edge weights are also randomly generated and have a
maximum value of 10.

Test

n

m

L

MST-Steiner

i-SPT-Steiner

i-PD-Steiner

steinf1.txt

10000

93750

10

58

49

51

steinf2.txt

10000

93750

20

97

95

94

steinf3.txt

10000

93750

834

2119

2551

2027

steinf4.txt

10000

93750

1250

2801

3532

2691

steinf5.txt

10000

93750

2500

4957

6567

4826

steinf6.txt

10000

125000

10

40

40

39

steinf7.txt

10000

125000

20

71

67

66

steinf8.txt

10000

125000

834

1961

2399

1838

steinf9.txt

10000

125000

1250

2576

3303

2444

steinf10.txt

10000

125000

2500

4282

5823

4124

steinf11.txt

10000

156250

10

35

35

35

steinf12.txt

10000

156250

20

77

74

70

steinf13.txt

10000

156250

834

1727

2199

1627

steinf14.txt

10000

156250

1250

2335

3049

2243

steinf15.txt

10000

156250

2500

3933

5398

3797

steinf16.txt

10000

187500

10

43

38

38

steinf17.txt

10000

187500

20

75

69

66

steinf18.txt

10000

187500

834

1597

2050

1513

steinf19.txt

10000

187500

1250

2244

2910

2153

steinf20.txt

10000

187500

2500

3764

5122

3624

Evaluating 20 datasets on steinf group displayed in Table
II leads to certain comparative values in terms of quality.
i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner algorithm with the percentages
of 95.0%, 5.0%, and 0.0%; i-SPT-Steiner algorithm gives
better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner
algorithm with the percentages of 30.0%, 10.0%, and

B. Experimental environment
MST-Steiner, i-SPT-Steiner, i-PD-Steiner algorithms are
installed in C++17 using the Code::Blocks 17.12 environment and GNU GCC ver 9.3.0 compiler. They are also
6
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60.0%; and i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better solution
quality, equivalent, less than i-SPT-Steiner algorithm with
the percentages of 85.0%, 10.0% and 5.0%.
The comparison of algorithms on steinf datasets are
illustrated by the chart as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9. The comparison of algorithms on steing datasets

TABLE IV
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF THE ALGORITHMS ON STEINH GRAPH
GROUP

Figure 8. The comparison of algorithms on steinf datasets

Test

n

m

L

MST-Steiner

i-SPT-Steiner

steinh1.txt

50000

425000

15

76

71

i-PD-Steiner

71

steinh2.txt

50000

425000

25

129

116

118

steinh3.txt

50000

425000

950

2707

3296

2587

steinh4.txt

50000

425000

1750

4344

5466

4125

steinh5.txt

50000

425000

3780

7947

10348

7563

steinh6.txt

50000

475000

15

71

70

66

TABLE III

steinh7.txt

50000

475000

25

99

105

96

THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF THE ALGORITHMS ON STEING GRAPH

steinh8.txt

50000

475000

950

2531

3129

2402

GROUP

steinh9.txt

50000

475000

1750

4198

5299

3951

steinh10.txt

50000

475000

3780

7718

10099

7336

steinh11.txt

50000

528000

15

80

72

74

25

112

110

106

Test

n

m

L

MST-Steiner

i-SPT-Steiner

i-PD-Steiner

steing1.txt

20000

215000

15

79

75

75

steinh12.txt

50000

528000

steing2.txt

20000

215000

25

110

102

105

steinh13.txt

50000

528000

950

2498

3082

2378

steing3.txt

20000

215000

950

2426

3081

2348

steinh14.txt

50000

528000

1750

4026

5132

3784

steing4.txt

20000

215000

1750

4039

5085

3838

steinh15.txt

50000

528000

3780

7275

9702

6939

steing5.txt

20000

215000

3780

7318

9689

7099

steinh16.txt

50000

587500

15

70

67

63

steing6.txt

20000

275000

15

71

66

64

steinh17.txt

50000

587500

25

123

109

109

steing7.txt

20000

275000

25

112

111

100

steinh18.txt

50000

587500

950

2408

2962

2262

steing8.txt

20000

275000

950

2245

2830

2129

steinh19.txt

50000

587500

1750

3886

4987

3643

steing9.txt

20000

275000

1750

3643

4709

3489

steinh20.txt

50000

587500

3780

7127

9489

6797

steing10.txt

20000

275000

3780

6511

8773

6319

steing11.txt

20000

385000

15

65

60

59

steing12.txt

20000

385000

25

98

94

90

steing13.txt

20000

385000

950

2041

2577

1919

steing14.txt

20000

385000

1750

3211

4253

3081

steing15.txt

20000

385000

3780

5788

7981

5641

steing16.txt

20000

447500

15

61

55

54

steing17.txt

20000

447500

25

95

93

87

steing18.txt

20000

447500

950

1954

2485

1845

steing19.txt

20000

447500

1750

3079

4063

2970

steing20.txt

20000

447500

3780

5534

7647

5380

Evaluating 20 datasets on steinh group displayed in Table
IV leads to certain comparative values in terms of quality.
i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner algorithm with the percentages
of 100.0%, 0.0%, and 0.0%; i-SPT-Steiner algorithm gives
better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner
algorithm with the percentages of 35.0%, 0.0%, and 65.0%;
and i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better solution quality,
equivalent, less than i-SPT-Steiner algorithm with the percentages of 80.0%, 10.0% and 10.0%.

Evaluating 20 datasets on steing group displayed in Table
III leads to certain comparative values in terms of quality.
i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner algorithm with the percentages
of 100.0%, 0.0%, and 0.0%; i-SPT-Steiner algorithm gives
better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner
algorithm with the percentages of 40.0%, 0.0%, and 60.0%;
and i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better solution quality,
equivalent, less than i-SPT-Steiner algorithm with the percentages of 90.0%, 5.0% and 5.0%.

The comparison of the algorithms on steinh datasets are
illustrated by the chart as shown in Figure 10.

The comparison of algorithms on steing datasets are
illustrated by the chart as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10. The comparison of algorithms on steinh datasets
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of 30.0%, 2.5%, and 67.5%; and i-PD-Steiner algorithm
gives better solution quality, equivalent, less than i-SPTSteiner algorithm with the percentages of 88.75%, 6.25%
and 5.0%. We noted the average run time of three algorithms i-PD-Steiner, MST-Steiner and i-SPT-Steiner on
datasets as shown in Table VI.

TABLE V
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF THE ALGORITHMS ON STEINI GRAPH
GROUP
Test

n

m

L

MST-Steiner

i-SPT-Steiner

i-PD-Steiner

steini1.txt

100000

125000

25

188

190

180

steini2.txt

100000

125000

45

369

364

358

steini3.txt

100000

125000

1250

6390

6677

6363

steini4.txt

100000

125000

2450

12209

12810

12178

steini5.txt

100000

125000

4500

21754

22868

21664

steini6.txt

100000

200000

25

148

144

142

steini7.txt

100000

200000

45

264

273

253

steini8.txt

100000

200000

1250

4978

5510

4902

Groups of graphs

i-PD-Steiner

MST-Steiner

steini9.txt

100000

200000

2450

9066

10376

8969

steinf.txt

83.758

137.538

928.68

steini10.txt

100000

200000

4500

15126

17456

14879

steing.txt

280.56

421.402

2374.775

steini11.txt

100000

500000

25

111

110

104

steini12.txt

100000

500000

45

184

191

173

steini13.txt

100000

500000

1250

3133

3849

2974

steini14.txt

100000

500000

2450

5487

6889

5207

steini15.txt

100000

500000

4500

8951

11629

8532

steini16.txt

100000

2500000

25

66

72

66

steini17.txt

100000

2500000

45

120

128

111

steini18.txt

100000

2500000

1250

2031

2556

1951

steini19.txt

100000

2500000

2450

3366

4529

3268

steini20.txt

100000

2500000

4500

5167

7591

5118

TABLE VI
AVERAGE RUNNING TIME OF ALGORITHMS (UNIT IN SECONDS)
i-SPT-Steiner

steinh.txt

416.057

766.585

30416.253

steini.txt

1243.415

1561.921

93943.235

In other words, i-PD-Steiner algorithm has a much faster
runtime than the MST-Steiner and i-SPT-Steiner algorithms.
The runtime depends on not only the time complexity of
the algorithm but also the experimental environment. Besides, the information about the runtime of the algorithms
displayed above also provides reliable reference information
about these algorithms (The queue data structure has been
chosen to install the above algorithms).

Evaluating 20 datasets on steini group displayed in Table
V leads to certain comparative values in terms of quality.
i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner algorithm with the percentages
of 95.0%, 5.0%, and 0.0%; i-SPT-Steiner algorithm gives
better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner
algorithm with the percentages of 15.0%, 0.0%, and 85.0%;
and i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better solution quality,
equivalent, less than i-SPT-Steiner algorithm with the percentages of 100.0%, 0.0% and 0.0%.

The comparison of i-PD-Steiner, i-SPT-Steiner, and
MST-Steiner algorithms on a total of 80 datasets are illustrated by the chart as shown in Figure 12.

The comparison of the algorithms on steini datasets are
illustrated by the chart as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 12. The comparison of the algorithms on 80 datasets

IV. CONCLUSION
The authors of this paper proposed the improvement to
the heuristic algorithms SPT-Steiner and PD-Steiner [4]
to solve the SMT problem in large size sparse graphs
with edge weight not exceeding 10. Experiments were set
up and evaluation was made in details on 80 datasets of
sparse graphs with large sizes up to 100000 vertices. i-PDSteiner algorithm gives better quality solution or equivalent
MST-Steiner algorithm on 100.0% datasets. i-SPT-Steiner
algorithm gives better quality solution or equivalent MSTSteiner algorithm on 32.5% datasets. i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives better quality solution or equivalent i-SPTSteiner algorithm above 95.0% of the data. The runtime of

Figure 11. The comparison of algorithms on steini datasets

D. Evaluation of experimental results
Evaluating 80 datasets leads to certain comparative
values in terms of quality. i-PD-Steiner algorithm gives
better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner
algorithm with the percentages of 97.5%, 2.5%, and 0.0%;
i-SPT-Steiner algorithm gives better solution quality, equivalent, less than MST-Steiner algorithm with the percentages
8
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the i-PD-Steiner algorithm is much shorter than the one of
the i-SPT-Steiner algorithm. The two heuristic algorithms
i-SPT-Steiner and i-PD-Steiner as well as the experimental
results in this paper are useful information for further
studies on the SMT problem, especially for solving the SMT
problems in the case of large sparse graphs.
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